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New book

Available by the end of the year 2013
Published by Springer, International
Series in Operations Research and
Management Sciences
Covers the more mathematical aspects
of renewables in electricity markets
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Overview paper

Invited paper in Statistical Science for special issue “Mathematics of Planet Earth”, to
appear in December 2013.
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1. An introductory anectode
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Go’ morgen Danmark, og God Jul!

25 December 2012, between
6:00 and 7:00 in the
morning
The day-ahead electricity
price is negative, and at the
lowest cap value
The system price is used for
the neighboring countries...
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Consumption pattern on 25 December 2012
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Actually, it was
predicted we
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needed...
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Actual wind power generation: 25 December 2012
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2. Power system operations through electricity markets
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Market organization

Elspot - Bids/offers proposed before noon for hourly delivery periods over the following day
Elbas - Trading takes place every day round the clock until one hour before delivery
Balancing - Settlement of deviations between bids/offers and actual production/consumption
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The merit-order effect (day-ahead)

On the day-ahead market, wind acts as a stochastic driver since having the lowest short-run
marginal cost, with quantities based on forecasts (13-37 hours ahead)
(courtesy of T. Jónsson)
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3. Forecasts in electricity markets
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My sponsor: ‘5s’ - Future Electricity Markets (DSF)
Partners: DTU (lead), Copenhagen Business School, Copenhagen University, Danish Energy
Association, Energinet.dk, NTNU (S.-E. Fleten), University of Castilla La Mancha (A.
Conejo)
Adv. Board: B. Hobbs (J. Hopkins), A. Siddiqui (UCL), E. Ela (NREL/UCD)
Vision: Proposal and benchmarking of new approaches to market design allowing for a very
large penetration of stochastic power generation, while respecting power system operations
constraints and stimulating a healthy environment for investment.
In practice, some of the key aspects include
market-clearing mechanisms
plurality of markets (energy, capacity, ancillary services) possibly co-optimized
enabling and rewarding the more pro-active role of electricity demand
assessing impact on investment and our future power system
bridging the gap between “theoretical proposals” and practical implementation

More generally: foster and develop cutting-edge electricity market expertise to support
education, industry and increase in social welfare
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Ex: Market-clearing procedures
Day-ahead market-clearing insures an optimal match of production and demand,
a fair amount of time prior to operations, regardless of the ‘nature’ of offers/bids
With increased variability and uncertainty to be dealt with, the system should be
placed in a state permitting to optimally cope with whatever could realistically
happen

The alternative schools of thoughts:
Conventional sequential market-clearing(s), where day-ahead aspects and balancing are
decoupled
Stochastic optimization, accounting for expected costs of balancing

The more practical, and still efficient, solutions:
Conventional market-clearing with improved dispatch of stochastic production
Robust optimization based dispatch

These are current research problems...
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Illustration: costs of power system operation
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Bouffard et al. (2005)) and load,
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penetration and spatial correlation
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Morales JM, Zugno M, Pineda S, Pinson P (2013). Electricity market clearing with improved scheduling of stochastic production. EJOR, in press
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Outlook

Renewable energy (here, wind) forecasts are gaining increasing importance in
electricity markets
Evolutions in market designs may heavily influence the role and value of these
forecasts, e.g., in case of US or European types of electricity markets....
In all cases, probabilistic forecasts comprise an optimal input to design of offering
strategies and market clearing...
here discussed for wind only, though also valid for solar and wave energy, load,
demand-response potential, etc.
Future research on forecasting and electricity markets should focus on
coupling in time (day-ahead and real-time stages)
coupling in space (e.g., flow-based, dynamic zonal pricing)
coupling of energy and ancillary services
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Thanks for your attention!
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